YOUR WORLD MADE SIMPLE

Have you ever wondered if it was
possible to control the lights, music,
security system, even temperature –
from across the room? Or how about
from across the globe?

Meet

It all begins

or around the globe, the system is just as easy to use. Thanks to
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Media

Security

more convenience, comfort and peace-

of-mind than you ever thought possible. Personalized to fit your
specific lifestyle, these solutions range from simple family room
control to full whole-home entertainment and management –
even remote monitoring of vacation homes.
And best of all, with g! – whether you’re moving around the room
its uniform look and feel, no matter what g! interface you touch,

with a simple touch...
Home
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it will simply feel like home.
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Living with

loving music & movies

Now that g! has cataloged our entire collection of music and
movies it’s easier than ever to find our favorites. Instead of
thumbing through stacks of discs, we simply use our remote
to flick through cover art on the TV.

going green in style

Even though I logged 250,000 miles in the air last year,
with g! my home is always within reach. Using my iPhone
I can check the temperature, control the lights, open the
garage door to receive a delivery, even get up-to-the-minute
alerts from my home.

using it everyday

We try to do our part in protecting the environment, so we
love that g! gives us the ability to set automatic schedules
for lighting, climate and irrigation. Conservation without
frustration – that’s an idea we can warm up to.
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controlling from anywhere

Using our phones we can confirm that our son made it
home from school safely – and is doing his homework. And
when we’re together at the end of the day, g! makes it easy
for us to set the mood for movie night, or retire for the
evening listening to different music in every room.
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HOME
Think of the things you do to get ready in the morning: turn on the
lights, check the weather and traffic reports, maybe even turn on the
morning news. g! delivers your world at a glance with a personalized
See a summary view
of your home

dashboard for your home. Customize your screen with the things
you use most such as weather forecasts, camera video, lighting,
even security system features. With g! it’s all about you.

“

Check the weather
Arm the security system

It’s amazing how one elegant screen has
simplified our life at home, giving
us immediate access to what we care about
most. And when we go on vacation, a single
button press puts our home in ‘green’ mode.

View the front door camera
Control the lights

”
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...your home at a glance.
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MEDIA
What if you could press a button to access your entire collection
of music and movies – from anywhere in your home? g! catalogs
your discs and displays them with brilliant cover art right on your
One touch control of your
home theater

TV, touchscreen, or iPhone, making it easier than ever to find your
favorites. If you’re really into music, you’ll love finding new favorites
with Pandora®, Rhapsody™ and SHOUTcast streaming services.

Access your entire collection
of music and movies

that we have easy access to our music
“ Now
from any room, we have rediscovered our

Brilliant cover art and
alphabetical list views

favorites. And the sound quality is just
incredible!

Rhapsody, Pandora and
SHOUTcast internet music

”

Control music in other rooms
Easily create playlists of
your favorites

76

...it’s a whole new music and movie experience.
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SECURITY
Does your current security system ramp up the lights when the alarm
sounds? Does it flash the exterior lights to alert the neighbors?
g! adds this intelligence to better protect your investment and your
Replaces unsightly
security keypads

family. Plus, it can send text message alerts to your cell phone and
allows you to remotely arm or disarm the system.

Instantly see if doors or
windows are open

there is an emergency, g! gives us quick
“ Ifaccess
from every room in the house – or

Full event history
Arm or disarm the
system remotely

anywhere in the world. Now we can rest
easy knowing that our family is safe and
secure.

Mobile phone alerts

”
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...peace of mind at home or away.
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CLIMATE
Studies have shown that lowering a thermostat just three degrees
can save up to 10% on your energy bill. With g! not only can you
automate these adjustments, but you also gain access to detailed
Adjust the temperature in
one room or many

history views that allow you to monitor the system and make informed
decisions about consumption. And if you own a vacation home, you’ll
love the remote access that gives you control while away.

Change settings while
on-the-go

green has never been easier. With one
“ Being
button press I can set the entire system to

Save energy with scheduling
Monitor usage with
history view

‘away’ mode. If I leave work early, I can
remotely adjust the temperature so the house
is comfortable when I arrive.

Perfect for vacation homes

”
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...changing the temperature was never so cool.
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LIGHTING
If part of your bedtime ritual involves going from room to room
checking the lights, there is a better way. With g! a simple touch can
quickly turn them all off, or set the perfect party mood for the entire
Change brightness of several
lights with a single press

home. Save energy by dimming lights and creating custom schedules
for landscape lighting. Plus remote access features will ensure you
always arrive to a well-lighted home.

Customizable scenes to set
the perfect mood

only is my lighting system beautiful,
“ Not
with g! it’s also easy to use. When I’m

Save energy with
automatic scheduling

entertaining guests, I just press one button
to light my entire home.

Control lights back home
while you’re away

”
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Works seamlessly with
ELAN lighting products

...bright ideas for the way you live.
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IRRIGATION
The dials and switches used by many irrigation systems can be
confusing and difficult to use. g! takes the guesswork out of
watering your lawn and puts you in control with a simple, easy-toConserve water by
detecting rainfall

read display. Conserve water by detecting rainfall and setting up
personalized schedules, or give landscapers limited remote access
to monitor the system and make adjustments.

Automatically adjust for
the changing seasons

more time enjoying my lawn,
“ Iandget lessto spend
time playing weatherman – and I

Remote access for
landscaping services

use less water than before! It’s like having
autopilot for my backyard.

”
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...your neighbors will be green with envy.
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MESSAGING
While g! can’t drive your children to ballgames, it is your digital
personal assistant allowing you to check your email and leave recorded
messages for others. Each family member can easily create a custom
Integrated voicemail,
caller ID & call history

greeting for their voicemail and be sent alerts or emails when new
items arrive. And you can play messages directly from the touchscreen
or remotely using a PC or phone.

Custom mailboxes
and greetings

son loves leaving me handwritten notes
“ My
on the screen. And since our family is always

Outgoing alerts via phone,
text message, or email

on the go, having separate mailboxes for our
messages keeps us organized. Say goodbye to
sticky notes!

Leave a
handwritten message

”
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...a master in communications.
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VIDEO
If a picture is worth a thousand words, then video must be priceless.
Whether you’re checking on a vacation home, wanting to keep your
family safe, or simply wondering who is at the front door – nothing
View who’s at the front door

gives you peace of mind like seeing them at your fingertips. And
best of all you can view the same live video from your home, office,

Monitor the baby’s room

iPhone or anywhere in the world.

See video from anywhere
in the world!

travel frequently, so getting a glimpse of
“ Ihome
from the road is very comforting. I just

Camera features like
pan, tilt and zoom

open up my laptop to quickly see live video of
my house – from anywhere in the world.

”
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Perfect for vacation homes

...keep an eye on what’s important to you.
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POOL / SPA
Wouldn’t it be cool if you could turn on the spa from the bedroom as
you don your swimsuit? Conserve energy with scheduling of pumps,
water features and lighting, and harvest the sun’s rays using
Manage pumps, heaters,
covers and water features

automated solar covers. Also monitor pool health, receive
customized alerts and even control the system from your cell phone.
Time may not float on by, but with g! you can.

Control both pool and
landscaping lights

addition to all the pool automation
“ Infeatures,
we really love the way the landscape

Monitor pool “health”
Custom scheduling to fit
your lifestyle

lighting is tied into a single, easy-to-use
system. No more going into the house soaking
wet just to turn on the patio lights.

Conserve energy by
automatically controlling
solar covers

”
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...take control of your backyard paradise.
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PHOTOS
In this new digital world, too often photos stay trapped in a PC or
camera. Unlock those memories by turning every touchscreen and
TV into a digital picture frame. Nothing gets the family together
View slideshows on your TV

for “movie night” like a larger-than-life slideshow of your last
vacation on the big screen.

Turn any touchscreen into a
digital picture frame

“

Organize your photos
into albums

We love getting together and watching
slideshows of our friends and family.
Every time we do, it’s another step down
memory lane that brings us closer
together.

”
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...all of your memories at your fingertips.
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Always in touch and in control...
...AT HOME

...ON THE GO
TS-7 & TS-10 In-Wall 7" and 10" Touchscreens These touchscreens feature a

iPhone® & iPad® Fully functional control from anywhere on the planet. The g!Mobile

TS-2 In-Wall or Tabletop Touchpad Smaller touchpad for secondary areas, or

Laptops and PCs Remotely access your system from any computer anywhere with
g!Connect. To download the demo, visit seegrun.com

brilliant display and offer full functionality of your entire system in any room.

where you only need control of lighting, climate, security and media.

VL10 Tabletop Touchscreen Access the entire system using a high-resolution
touchscreen that’s perfect for the bedside...in the kitchen...or in your den or home theater.

And even your TV becomes a g! device. Just use your remote to control your

heating, lighting, access your music, and more!
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app works great on your iPhone & iPad. Visit the iTunes® Store to download the demo.

AND IT’S POWERED BY...
HC6 Controller The HC6 manages every aspect of your control and entertainment
system. And you have the ability to stream music and photos from any computer in the
home. Two people can even listen to different albums at the same time!
HC12 Controller This is the very best in home automation. All the features of the HC6
and more! Plus the HC12 features built-in storage for all your music and photos.
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Visit seegrun.com for more information.
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